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And to have an original image, decryption

Abstract
Applying security to medical images is

is the only way to succeed. All data have

important to protect the privacy of

to be transferred encrypted among users

patients’ information.

great

using by a common key model that

to

enables two parts to secure images,

It

is a

challenge for medical institutions

maintain patients’ privacy. Unauthorized

through

access may result, either to an illegal use

techniques.

or

to

the

disclosure

of

patients’

1.

encryption

and

decryption

Introduction

information. This study is aimed secure
between

Until recently, the sole responsibility of

doctors and physicians using R. Rivest, A.

keeping patients’ records in confidence was

Shamir, and L. Adleman (RSA) algorithm.

with the physicians. This meant that the

To secure images requires cryptography,

physician was not to disclose any medical

and

achieve

information revealed by a patient or

integrity.

discovered by a physician in connection

Improving cryptography part needs to use

with the treatment of a patient to any

an encryption algorithm that stands for a

unauthorized

long time against different attacks. Indeed,

Obimbo, Hamed, & Dony, 2013) However,

a key model for storage, retrieval and

with

authentication o f data in the encrypted

technology, and it’s permeation into the

medical image database is used. A

medical

transparent method for the output of

Telemedicine (Saylor, 2013) to name but a

images from the database through the

few, the challenges of confidentiality arising

doctor is provided

from the storage and transmission of

medical

images

RSA

exchanged

algorithm

confidentiality,

and

to
data

the

person.

advent

field

of

(A.

recent

through

Mahmood,

computer

E-health,

medical data cannot be left to physicians
alone. Indeed, transferring medical data such
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as radiological results from a medical

multimedia. Images have been widely used

database center to another one without

in our daily life. However, the more

applying security techniques means low

extensively we use images the more

level of privacy for patients. Medical

important

information transmission has increased with

example, it is important to protect the

the use of telemedicine. Telemedicine is

diagrams

important because it enables consultations

diagram of bank building construction and

by

and

important

immediate availability of individual patient

satellites.

remote

specialists,

loss-free

information, and improved communication
between partners in health care sector
(Wang, Geng, Fan, & Feng, 2008).

their security will

of

army

data

be.

emplacements,

captured

by

For

the

military

In addition, the number of computer crimes
has increased recently. Images security has
become an important topic in the current

(Chang, Hwang, & Chen, 2001). A major

computer world. Most tradition or modern

issue of computer networks is to prevent

cryptosystems have been designed to protect

important information from being disclosed

textual data (Denning, 1982). An original

to illegal users. For this reason, encryption

important and confidential plaintext is

techniques

Most

converted into ciphertext that is apparently

easy

random non-sense. Once the ciphertext has

implementation and are widely used in the

been produced, it is saved in storage or

field of information security. During the last

transmitted

decade, the use of the computer networks

reception, the ciphertext can be transformed

has grown spectacularly, and this growth

back into original plaintext by using

continues unabated. Almost all networks are

decryption algorithm. However, images are

being

different from text.

encryption

were

introduced.

techniques

installed,

have

an

interconnected,

and

connected to the global internet. The internet
is commonly seen as the first incarnation of
an information superhighway. Today more
and more information has been transmitted
over the internet. Information is not only
text but also audio, image, and other

over

the

network.

Upon

Digital images are usually represented as
two-dimensional (2D) arrays. For protecting
the storage 2D data, this must be converted
to one-dimension (1D) arrays before using
encryption techniques.
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1. RSA security protocol

Hamming weight results in more

The RSA algorithm involves three steps: key

efficient encryption. However, small

generation, encryption and decryption.

values of e (such as e = 3) have been

a) Key generation

shown to be less secure in some

RSA involves a public key and a private

settings.

key. The public key can be known to

v. Determine

everyone and is used for encrypting

arithmetic)

messages. Messages encrypted with the

congruence Relation de=1 (mod φ(pq

public key can only be decrypted using the

)) or d = e-1 mod φ or we can say

private key which is known to the user only

differently, ed − 1 can be evenly

(Paar & Pelzl, 2009). The keys for the RSA

divided by the totient (p − 1)(q − 1).

d

(using

which

modular

satisfies

the

algorithm are generated the following way

b) Encryption

(Stallings, 2006):

Receiver transmits his/her public key (n,e)

i. Select random prime numbers p and

to sender and keeps the private key secret.

q, and check that p! = q for security

Sender then wishes to send message M to

purposes, the integers p and q should

receiver. He first turns M into an integer 0 <

be chosen uniformly at random and

m < n by using an agreed-upon reversible

should be of similar bit length. Prime

protocol known as a padding scheme.

integers can be efficiently found using

He/she then computes the ciphertext c

a primality test.

corresponding to: c=me mod n. This can be

ii. Compute modulus n = pq is used as
the modulus for both the public and
private keys.
iii. Compute phi, ϕ ( pq ) =(p − 1)(q − 1)
iv. Choose an integer e such that 1 < e <
φ(pq), and e and φ(pq) share no
divisors other than 1 i.e., e and φ(pq)
are co-prime (gcd(e, φ) = 1) e is

done

quickly

using

the

method

of

exponentiation by squaring.
c) Decryption
Receiver can recover m from c by using
his/her private key exponent d by the
following computation: m=cd mod n given
m, she can recover the original message M
by reversing the padding scheme.

released as the public key exponent e
having a short bit-length and small
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2. Securing

images

related

works
a. Block-Based

on Shifted
encryption and decryption

According to the differences between
images and text, recently there have been
several techniques to encrypt and decrypt
them. (Kamali, Shakerian, Hedayati, &
Rahmani, 2010) presented a modification
to the Advanced Encryption Standard
(MAES) to provide a high level security

Figure 1: Block-Based on Shifted
encryption and decryption

and better image encryption. The result
b. Chaos Encryption
Algorithm using Key
Generation from
Biometric Images

shown by them was higher than that of
original AES encryption algorithm.
(Younes & Jantan, 2011) introduced a
block-based transformation algorithm based

(Ismail, Amin, & Diab, 2010) proposed

on the combination of image transformation

chaos-based stream cipher, composing two

and

chaotic logistic maps and

a

well-known

encryption

and

external secret

decryption algorithm called Blowfish. The

key for encryption of image. In this an

original image was divided into blocks, and

external secret key of 104 bit and two

using the transformation algorithm it was

chaotic

rearranged,

Blowfish

differentiate between the encrypted image

algorithm is used for encrypting the

and the plain image. Further, the secret key

transformed image. Their results showed

is modified after encrypting of each pixel of

that the correlation between image elements

the plain image which makes the encrypted

was significantly decreased. Their results

image more robust. Then there is a

also showed that increasing the number of

feedback mechanism which increases the

blocks by using smaller block sizes resulted

robustness of the proposed system.

and

then

the

logistic

maps

are

used

to

in a lower correlation and higher entropy.
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Indeed, several chaos based ciphers have
been suggested in the last decade. Some of
them exploit 1-D chaotic systems for
generating the required secret keys (Fu, Ch.,
Zhang, Z., Chen, Z.,and Wang, X., 2007).
After generating the key, the image pixels
are then shuffled and modified according to
the obtained key. On the other hand, some
encryption algorithms depend on twodimensional maps to directly handle the
digital image which is represented as 2D
array of pixels (Zhai, Y., Lin, S., Zhang, and

Figure 2: Encryption results for chaos
algorithm (from Ismail, Amin, & Diab,
2010)
c.

Distribution of pixels of
image

Q, 2008). Similarly, chaotic based ciphers

It shows that Histograms of several cipher

are sender and receiver to obtain the

images and their corresponding plain images

encrypted

image,

having widely different contents and sizes

respectively. First, a secret biometric image

have been analyzed. One example of

is exploited by the sender/receiver to

histogram analysis for well-known image

generate the secret key.

‘Lena’ is shown in Figure 2. Histograms of

The encryption operations are applied to the

red, blue and green components of image

plain image to get the cipher image. The

(Figure 2(a)) are shown in Frames (b), (c)

structure of the proposed cipher relies on a

and (d) respectively. In Frames (f), (g) and

data-dependent feedback mechanism in

(h) respectively, the histograms of red, blue

which the encipher of each pixel is made

and green components of the cipher image

dependent on the encryption properties of

(Figure 2(e)) are shown. Comparing the

the previous cipher pixel, which in turn,

histograms, it is found that encryption

makes the cryptosystem robust against any

process returns noisy images.

type of attacks. The following subsections

Histograms of cipher images, approximated

present the three phases of the proposed

by uniform distribution, are quite different

algorithm.

from that of the plain image and contain no

and

the

decrypted

statistical resemblance to the plain image.
This is consistent with the perfect security
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defined by Narendra K Pareek [2012] and

110.416216 Sec. are used by Blowfish for

the proposed encryption scheme resists

key generation, encryption and decryption

against the known-plaintext attack.

respectively. Our scheme is more efficient
since it uses only 0.11Sec., 0.245 Sec. and
30 Sec. for key generation, encryption and
decryption respectively.
Based on the protocol design, our scheme
better than DES and Blowfish

(Borda,

2011) since the above protocol requires the
communicating parties (sender and receiver)
to share a secret key, which means that they
Figure 3: Histograms corresponding to
RGB components of plain image ‘Lena’ and
its corresponding cipher image

should meet in advance before exchanging
any information. However, our protocol uses
RSA which an asymmetric cryptosystem

3. Performance measures

where the sender and receiver does not need
to meet in advance since each has a pair of

This section discusses the performance

keys namely private and public key. The

analysis of the SMIT using RSA, based on

public key is published and known to every

time consumption and simulation results

one while the private key is kept securely

compared to the related works

and know only to the owner.

(Borda,

2011). We evaluate the time for encryption,
Table 1: Efficiency comparison

decryption and key generation.
The efficiency comparison between SMIT
using RSA and other related works are given
in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2. The comparison
is based on the data provided in (Borda,
2011) where based on the simulation results
0.295829

Sec.;

56.385263Sec.

And

DES
(Borda, 2011)
Blowfish
(Borda, 2011)
SMIT using
RSA

Key
generat
ion
Time
(Sec)

Encryp
tion
Time
(Sec)

Decryption
Time (Sec)

Protocol

0.29

56.38

63.39

Symmetric

7.20

126.30

110.41

Symmetric

0.11

0.24

30

Asymmetri
c

0.295829 Sec is used by DES while
7.201574

Sec,

126.305795

Sec.

and
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Based on the simulation results presented in

as random numbers. Hence hackers cannot

Table 4.1, the SMIT using RSA it is more

discover or guess the plain text.

secure compared to DES and Blowfish
where after encryption the cipher text looks
like an image; this can facilitate the
adversary to guess the plain text and then
launches a chosen cipher text attack. In the
SMIT using RSA after encryption the
adversary cannot guess what the plain text
was since the cipher text looks like random
number then the attacker cannot decrypt the
plain text.

Previous techniques the number of images
retrieved were five using blowfish security
level, was 66.02% then after introducing
new technique which is SMIT using RSA
The percentage security increased from
66.02%

to

94.52%

that

shows

the

effectiveness of new technique.
Table 3: Security level comparison
Original
images

Decrypted
using SMIT

1

Decrypted
using
Blowfish
70

2
3
4
5
AVG

68.8
69.3
63
59
66.02

93.7
91
96
96.9
94.52

95

Table 2: Simulation results of security level
Table 4.2 demonstrates the comparison
between the SMIT using RSA, Blowfish.
The SMIT using RSA converts image into
random number and it is more secured (Ali
&

Adnen,

2012)

during

transmision

Figure 4: Security level for retrieved
medical image using diagram

because the encrypted image is represented
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This is medical image after transformation

4. Conclusion

within random numbers or after encryption.
Encryption is a process which uses a finite

In this research, implemented an algorithm

set of instruction called an algorithm to

“SMIT” using RSA, which can be used to

convert original medical image, known as

achieve

plaintext, into random number, known as

transmitted over the Internet. The SMIT is

cipher

form.

based on the RSA cryptosystem which is

Cryptographic algorithms normally require a

used by the sender to encrypt a medical

set of characters called a key to encrypt or

image before transmission and by the

decrypt data. With the help of key and the

receiver to decrypt the image at the

algorithm we can encrypt or Decrypt the

reception side.

image plaintext into cipher text and then

The SMIT using RSA achieves privacy,

cipher text back into plaintext.

confidentiality and integrity of medical

text,

its

encrypted

Table 4: Comparison of original and encrypted
image

privacy

of

medical

image

image; also it is more secure 94.52%
because

using

Simulation

result

after

Encryption since it converts the encrypted
image into random numbers which cannot
be predicted to the adversary. The SMIT
using RSA is more efficient in terms of time
consumption since it uses less time for
encryption

and

decryption

of medical

images where uses 0.11 sec during keys
generation, 0.245 sec during encryption and
30 sec during decryption.
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8. Diffie, W., & Hellman, M. (1976).
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